ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Let x n (resp. y n ) be a sequence of hidden states (of observations), assumed to be real for simplicity. In this paper we do not distinguish random variables and their realizations. We assume that {(x n , y n )} n≥0 is an HMC:
(1) in which p(x i ), say, is the pdf (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) of x i , x 0:k = {x i } k i=0 , f i|i−1 (x i |x i−1 ) is the transition pdf of Markov Chain {x n } n≥0 , and g i (y i |x i ) is the likelihood of y i given x i . Assume that we are interested in computing, for all n, the moment Θ n = IR φ(x n )p(x n |y 0:n )dx n ,
in which p(x n |y 0:n ) (or simply p n|n ) is the conditional pdf of x n given y 0:n . Then one would think of computing (2) after p n|n is itself propagated via the well known
We would like to thank the French MOD DGA/MRIS for financial support of the Ph.D. of Y. Petetin. formulas p(x n |y 0:n−1 ) = f n|n−1 (x n |ξ)p n−1|n−1 (ξ)dξ, (3) p(x n |y 0:n ) = g n (y n |x n )p(x n |y 0:n−1 ) g n (y n |x n )p(x n |y 0:n−1 )dx n .
However, as is well known (3)-(4) (and thus (2) ) cannot be computed in practice so one need to use approximations. In particular, SMC methods consist in approximating p n|n by a set of weighted samples {w
which are propagated over time; then the MC estimator
of Θ n is obtained as a byproduct.
In this paper we show that in some HMC models one can compute an estimator Θ , y n ) of (2) (here superscript "se" stands for semi-exact), which depends only on the new observation y n and on the set of particles at time n − 1. This estimate remains an estimator of Θ n at time n (thanks to the new data y n ), but does not use the particles {x n } N i=1 which will be produced by the SMC algorithm. In other words, rather than propagating {w
and y n , and next run the SMC algorithm. In this solution, Θ se n is still a byproduct of an SMC algorithm (whence the term "semi"); but given y n , Θ se n is a deterministic function of {w
), whence the term "exact". The interest of Θ se n is that it does not suffer from the extra MC variation induced by the production of the new samples {x n } N i=1 , and is thus preferable to Θ n due to the RB theorem.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we show that the FA-APF algorithm can be replaced by a semi-exact solution which leads to a variance reduction, at least for classical functions such as φ(x n ) = x n or φ(x n ) = x 2 n , then we show that it is also valid for the Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) algorithm with optimal importance distribution. When the FA-APF or the SIR algorithm with optimal importance distribution are no longer computable, we approximate our semi-exact solution by combining classical PF to get an approximation of the filtering pdfs, with numerical approximations using local linearizations or Unscented Transformations (UT) to compute an estimate of Θ n which does not rely on MC samples {w
. Finally in §3 we validate our semiexact solution on popular models such as the ARCH and Stochastic Volatility (SV) models. In an HMC model (1), existing SMC techniques for computing p n|n include PF and APF filters. APF filters include the so-called FA-APF algorithm which we briefly recall. Assume that at time n − 1 the set of weighted particles {w
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is an MC approximation of p n−1|n−1 . An approximation of p n|n is obtained by replacing in (3) and (4) 
. Then the following mixture pdfp n|n (.) is an approximation of p n|n :
where
By drawing N i.i.d. samples fromp n|n in (6) we obtain the so-called FA-APF algorithm [1] :
FA-APF Algorithm.
4. Compute
Then
approximates p n|n , and Θ n is an estimator of moment Θ n defined in (2).
Semi-exact FA-APF-based estimator of Θ n
The FA-APF-based estimator can be interpreted as the succession of three successive steps:
1. Approximate the filtering distribution p n|n by the random mixturep n|n defined in (6);
3. Compute the empirical estimator Θ n of Θ n .
Since the estimation step (3) follows the sampling step (2), Θ n depends on particles {x i n } and thus suffers from the MC variations introduced by this sampling step. By construction, Θ n is just a crude MC estimator Θ se n , defined as Θ
Given the previous set of particles {w
As we will see in the next section, in some situations it is possible to interchange steps (2) and (3) and use Θ se n (which depends on the old particles {w
and on y n , but no longer on the new particles {x
) rather than Θ n . Of course, this semi-exact version of the FA-APF algorithm, which we now summarize, remains an SMC algorithm because particles {x
are still necessary to compute the estimator at the next time step.
Semi-exact FA-APF Algorithm.
approximates p n|n , and Θ se n is an estimator of the moment Θ n defined in (2).
Discussion

Rao-Blackwell properties
. Removing the dependency on {w
, we have the following result: Proposition 1 Let Θ n be the moment defined in (2) , and let Θ n (resp. Θ se n ) be the FA-APF-based estimator (resp. semi FA-APF-based estimator) of Θ n defined in (9) (resp. in (10) ). Then
Proof 1
• The first point is obvious since the two estimators have the same conditional mean, and the weighted set {w
has the same pdf whatever the considered estimator.
• For the second point, we apply the RB equality:
• Finally, the sign of the difference
is immediate from (14).
Computational issues
In practice, the semi-exact algorithm requires that integral
is computable. This is impossible in general, however for some classical functions such as φ(x n ) = x n , used to give an estimator of the hidden state, the problem reduces to computing the first order moment of the sampling distribution p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) which happens to be available in some models (and which is also used to draw new samples {x
). Let us for instance consider the semi-linear stochastic models with additive Gaussian noise, given by
in which {u n } and {v n } are i.i.d., mutually independent and independent of x 0 , u n ∼ N (0; 1) and v n ∼ N (0; R v n ). The one-dimensional ARCH model is one such model with f n (x n−1 ) = 0, g n (x n−1 ) = β 0 + β 1 x 2 n−1 and h n = 1. In these semi-linear models, pdf p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) and the predictive likelihood p(y n |x n−1 ) are Gaussian and computable, so the algorithm is workable for some functions φ. If in particular φ(x) = x, no further computation is necessary; and if φ(x) is a polynomial in x, the problem reduces to computing the first moments of the available Gaussian pdf (8) . This is not the only class of functions for which the semi-exact algorithm is workable: moments according to p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) of functions φ(x n ) =
extra computational cost since in both algorithms one has to compute p(y n |x n−1 ) and the first two order moments of p(x n |x n−1 , y n ); in the semi-exact computation, we use them to compute directly the estimator while in the FA-APF we use them to sample new particles.
An alternate semi-exact solution
The variance reduction technique can indeed be applied as soon as we know how to compute E(Θ n |{w
, y n ), where Θ n is an estimator of Θ n computed via a given SMC algorithm. As we now see, the FA-APF algorithm is not the only SMC algorithm for which a semi-exact estimator is available in the ARCH model. Another popular algorithm applicable in such models is the SIR algorithm with optimal importance distribution and optional resampling step. The algorithm is a reordering of the FA-APF algorithm, and is described by the following steps:
Semi-exact optimal SIR Algorithm.
In this algorithm, we have
Starting from a common set {w
, the estimator Θ se n defined in Eq. (18) outperforms the Importance Sampling based estimator Θ n (the proof is similar to that developed in §2.3.1).
Remark 1 Until now, we have just shown that given a set {w i n−1 , x i n−1 } which approximates p n−1|n−1 , it is possible in some cases to compute directly a moment according top n|n , and that this strategy is preferable to using the new set of particles {x
. However, our estimator is also based on a discrete approximation of p n−1|n−1 and is dependent on the set {w
. We do not discuss in this paper on how to propagate the discrete approximation of the filtering distribution p(x n |y 0:n ) that is to say, should we propagate it using the FA-APF algorithm or the SIR one with optimal importance distribution. This is a thorny issue since the resampling step is optional and is often done according to a particular criterion, like an estimator of the number of efficient particles [2] [3] . In addition,we know from [4] that it is not possible from an asymptotical point of view to compare the set {w
produced by the SIR algorithm before the resampling step with that produced by the FA-APF algorithm.
However, if we consider that the resampling step is done at each time step some analysis is available. It has been discussed in [5, Ch.9 ] that the MC estimator of Θ n produced by the FA-APF algorithm always outperforms (in an asymptotic normality sense) that produced by the SIR algorithm after the resampling step. Empirically, if we start from a set {w
, the number of different particles {x i n } produced by the FA-APF is equal to N while that produced by the SIR algorithm is lower than N . We thus expect that the semi-exact estimator based on the FA-APF algorithm outperforms that built from the SIR algorithm with resampling at each time step, and this will indeed be confirmed by our simulations in §3.1.
Remark 2
In some models, Θ se n = Ep n|n (φ(x)) can of course not be computed, because likelihood p(y n |x n−1 ) is not computable (and so p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) is not either). However, techniques such as local linearizations [6] , Taylor series expansion [7] , or UT [8] have been proposed for approximating p(y n |x n−1 ) and p(x n |x n−1 , y n ). More precisely, starting from an SMC approximation {w
of the filtering pdf at time n−1, an approximate version of our semi-exact filtering algorithm is described by the following steps:
1. Compute an approximation of Ep n|n (φ(x)) by using local linearizations or UT;
2. Derive an SMC approximation of p n|n using a classical SMC algorithm, such as an SIR or APF algorithm [1] . Previous approximations can possibly be used to derive some sampling importance distributions [7] [9]. Other SMC algorithms why optimize a given criterion are described in [10] [11] .
Note that this method differs from the well known Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) or Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) where we use numerical approximations (also based on linearizations and UT) to approximate the filtering pdf and so to deduce an estimator of Θ n ; and is also different from PF based estimators, where an estimator of Θ n is deduced from the SMC approximation of the filtering pdf at time n. Our approximated semi-exact algorithm can thus be seen as a mixture of pure SMC and pure numerical techniques and has the advantage to avoid the propagation of errors due to numerical approximation in the EKF/UKF. In our Simulations section (see §3.3), we will discuss on the quality of the approximation of the semi-exact filtering algorithm according to the model and its parameters.
SIMULATIONS
We compute the empirical mean square error (MSE) at each time step, averaged on P = 200 simulations, and defined by M SE(n) =
is the estimate of Θ j n given by one of the tested algorithm at the j-th realization and Θ j n is the true mean at the j-th realization given either by the Kalman Filter (KF) in the Gaussian case or a bootstrap filter with N = 10 5 particles otherwise.
Gaussian Model
Let us consider the following model:
in which {u n } and {v n } are i.i.d., mutually independent and independent of x 0 , with x 0 ∼ N (0, 1). Let also u n ∼ N (0, Q), Q = 10 and v n ∼ N (0, R), R = 1.
We estimate the hidden state, so φ(x n ) = x n , for all n, 1 ≤ n ≤ 50, and compare the semi-exact estimator with the KF, which computes E p n|n (x). We run the KF, which of course here is the benchmark solution, the FA-APF algorithm, the SIR algorithm with optimal sampling distribution and resampling at each time step, the semiexact algorithm based on the FA-APF recursion (S-FA-APF) and finally the semi-exact algorithm based on the SIR recursion with optimal sampling distribution and resampling at each time step (S-SIR). All SMC algorithms use N = 1000 particles. The MSE of the four estimators are computed and displayed in Fig. 1 . The S-FA-APF based estimator always outperforms the FA-APF based one, and the S-SIR with optimal importance distribution based estimator, always outperforms the SIR based one. Note also that the FA-APF based estimator does not always outperform the SIR based one which is in accordance with the asymptotical analysis [4] , whereas the S-FA-APF based estimator always outperforms the S-SIR based one, see Remark 1.
ARCH Model
Next, we consider the ARCH model.
in which {u n } and {v n } are i.i.d, mutually independent and independent of x 0 , with x 0 ∼ N (0, 1), u n ∼ N (0, 1), v n ∼ N (0, R), R = 3, β 0 = 1 and β 1 = 0.1. Let us now assume that we want to estimate the hidden state x n (so φ(x n ) = x n ) and the variance of the process noise (φ(x n ) = β 0 + β 1 × x 2 n ) for all n, 1 ≤ n ≤ 50. Since p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) is Gaussian (see §2.3.2), it is possible to calculate both moments. We compute estimators based on the FA-APF algorithm, the S-FA-APF algorithm, with As we see, both the S-FA-APF based estimator, with N = 1000 particles, or N = 100 particles, outperform the FA-APF based one with N = 1000 particles: even if we start from an approximation of p n−1|n−1 with 100 particles, it may be better to compute an estimator of Θ n using the semi-exact FA-APF algorithm than starting from of an approximation of p n−1|n−1 with 1000 particles and compute an estimator of Θ n using the FA-APF algorithm. Remark however that these considerations are model and function dependent.
SV Model
Let us finally consider the following model: in which u n ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) and v n ∼ N (0, 1). Ep n|n (φ(x)) is not computable, whatever function φ, because the likelihood APF algorithms [1] [10] can be a rescue for propagating a discrete approximation of p n|n . Such algorithms consist in sampling particles in augmented dimension:
then weighting them by
because weights {w and to compare it with the classical estimator based on the APF recursion [1] . The approximation of p(y n |x n−1 ) relies on a first order Taylor series expansion of function log(g n (y n |x n )) in Φx n−1 , and so one can consider that the approximation of log(g n (y n |x n )) is correct for values of x n close to Φx n−1 . If the deduced approximation of g n (y n |x n ) is notedĝ n (y n |x n ) then p(y n |x n−1 ) = f n|n−1 (x n |x n−1 ) ×ĝ n (y n |x n )dx n , where f n|n−1 (x n |x n−1 ) = N (x n ; Φx n−1 ; σ 2 ) is now computable. Let us assume that σ is small. Then f n|n−1 (x n |x n−1 ) is approximately non-null for values close of Φx n−1 , and for such values,ĝ n (y n |x n ) is a good approximation of g n (y n |x n ). An approximation of p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) deduced from (8) is given by a Gaussian pdf, see [1] . So one should get good approximations p(y n |x n−1 ) and p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) when σ 2 is small. In this simulation, we estimate the standard deviation of the observation noise at time n, so φ(x n ) = βexp(x n /2) for all n, 1 ≤ n ≤ 50. We take Φ = 0.8, β = 0.6, σ 2 = 0.18 and we compute the estimator based on the APF and that based on the approximated mixturẽ p ′ n|n (which is computable since p(x n |x n−1 , y n ) is Gaussian and φ(x n ) = βexp(x n /2)). Results are plotted in Fig. 4 , and we indeed observe that the semi-exact estimator outperforms the APF based one, even if we compute an approximation of the semi-exact solution via mixturẽ p 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed to reduce the variance of an SMC estimator of a moment of interest of the a posteriori filtering distribution by reversing the estimation step and the sampling step. In practice, this technique can be used in models in which the FA-APF algorithm can be applied and for classical functions of interest. An approximate implementation has also been proposed when the FA-APF algorithm is not directly applicable. Simulations validated our approach.
